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GLOSSARY
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2.5mm needles, or size required to
meet gauge
Optional: 2.25mm needles, or one
size smaller than main needles
100g fingering weight yarn
3 stitch markers 
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NOTES WHAT YOU’LL NEED

k2tog: knit the next two stitches together as though they are one. 
ktbl: knit the stitch through the back loop. 
LLI (left lifted increase): Insert your left needle from back to front into the
stitch two rows below the stitch you just knit, and place it on your left needle
without twisting. Knit this stitch through the front loop. 
RLI (right lifted increase): insert the right needle into the stitch below the first
stitch on the left needle and knit this to create a new stitch. 
ssp: slip the next two stitches knitwise, then move them back to the  LN and
purl these two stitches together through the back loop.
tk2tog (twisted knit two together): slip 1 purlwise, slip 1 purlwise, insert the left
needle into the front loop of the last stitch from right to left and slip it back to
the LN, slip the first slipped stitch purlwise back to the LN, then k2tog. 
tskpo (twisted slip knit pass over): slip stitch purlwise, knit the next stitch, pass
the slipped stitch over the stitch just knit. 

No flaps, no fuss, and no purls
(except for the cuff)!

These socks are knit toe up, using
the Fleegle Heel method to
create a consistent gradient. 

The heel includes optional
instructions for knitting
backwards, which eliminates the
need to turn the work & purl on
even rounds. 

The sizes are written as 1(2, 3),
with a finished sock
circumference of 7.5(8.5, 9.5)”.
Choose a size that is ~1” smaller
than your actual foot
circumference. 

8st/“ in stockinette
Gauge: 
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TOE

Note: For the perfect fit, knit until the sock
comfortably stretches to the point where
the leg meets the top of the foot, or 2” less
than the total foot length. 

Use Judy’s Magic Cast On to make 20(24, 24) stitches. 
Setup: knit 10(12, 12), ktbl 10(12, 12).

R1: repeat *lli, k to last stitch, rli* twice. 
R2: k all

Repeat R1-2 until there are 60(68, 76) stitches. 

setup: k30(34, 38), pm, k to end. 
R1: k2, lli, k to 2 before marker, rli, k to end. 
R2: k all

Repeat R1-2 until there are 56(64, 72) stitches
between the markers.

R3: k2, lli, k to 2 before marker, rli, k to end. 
R4: k29(33, 37), pm, k to end. 

 
Work in stockinette until sock
measures 6.25(7.5, 8.5)” from
cast on. 

FOOT

Note: First half of heel is worked in the
round, turning the heel is worked flat (with
the option to use backwards knitting). 

https://youtu.be
/GV9UaFgZ6Q0

Tutorial for Judy’s
Magic Cast On

FLEEGLE HEEL

https://bit.ly/3jXch84

Check out the original post for
all the details about this

ingenious design!

https://youtu.be/GV9UaFgZ6Q0
https://bit.ly/3jXch84


Row 5: k to 2 stitches past the centre marker, k2tog, k1. 

Row 6 if knitting backwards: slip the stitch you just knit
back onto the left needle without twisting it and pull the
working yarn tight. Insert the LN into the back loop of the
first stitch on the RN, wrap the yarn counterclockwise and
pull it through the stitch. Continue knitting this way to 2
stitches past the centre marker, then k2tog, k1.

Row 6 if purling: turn work, sl1 purlwise pulling the yarn
tight, p to 2 stitches past the centre marker, ssp, p1, turn
work. 

Row 7: sl1 purlwise pulling the yarn tight, p to 1 stitch
before the gap, k2tog, k1. 

Row 8 if knitting backwards: slip the stitch you just knit
back onto the left needle without twisting it and pull the
working yarn tight. Knit to 1 stitch before the gap, k2tog,
k1.

Row 8 if purling: turn work, sl1 purlwise pulling the yarn
tight, p to 1 stitch before the gap, ssp, p1, turn work. 

Repeat rows 7-8 until row 7 ends at the stitch marker,
then continue knitting to BOR resume working in the
round [34(38, 42) st between markers]. 

R9: k1, k2tog, k to 2 stitches before m, k2tog, k to end. 
R10: k2tog, k to m, rm, k to end. [60(68, 76) st]. 
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LEG
Note: try on your sock here to make sure you’re happy with the fit!

Knit in stockinette until leg measures 1.5” less than desired length. 

Here’s a tutorial
for backwards

knitting

https://youtu.be
/ZIo-m6vfd-U

https://youtu.be/ZIo-m6vfd-U
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CUFF
Note: I find the twisted rib makes the cuff tight enough, but you
can go down a needle size if desired. 

Size 1 setup: *k1, p1* to end. 
Size 2 &3 setup: k1, m1p, [k1, p1]x16(18), k1, m1p, [k1, p1]x16(18), k1, p1. 

R1: *ktbl, p, ktbl, yo, tk2tog, p, tskpo, yo, ktbl, p* to end. 
R2: *ktbl, p* to end. 

Repeat R1-2 for 1.5” or desired length. 

After a R1, finish with Jeny’s Surprisingly Stretchy Bind Off, or your
favourite stretchy method. 

Jeny’s Surprisingly Stretchy Bind Off 

https://youtu.be/X1hD4mYE3RE

https://youtu.be/X1hD4mYE3RE

